
 

The Essential Guide to Landing a 

Global Assignment - by Melissa Llarena 
Experiencing the world on your employer’s dime via a global assignment is increasingly becoming harder 

to realize without answering key questions. Global assignments are big risks for firms, so you must do 

your homework prior to launching conversations around your desire to work abroad. High-profile HR 

professionals who’ve assembled compensation packages for global transfers at the big four accounting 

firms candidly shared how expensive mobility initiatives are. Sending you outside of your home country 

can cost a firm three to five times your base pay. There are further costs that add thousands more for 

your employer, like an early return before your contract expires. For this reason, approximately 50 

percent of companies have or plan to increase the number of expatriates hired locally, which makes 

relocating employees even less vital to a firm’s success. 

Many firms make it harder to land these opportunities by requiring a business case. 51% of companies 

surveyed in 2012 assess your candidacy on a cost-benefit analysis. Some ask for your own self-

assessment to inform their decision-making. Therefore, it is important to think logically about your 

candidacy before asking for a global assignment. The following discussion addresses what you must 

consider when itching for a global assignment and what to do if you lack the necessary attributes to 

advance with that big “ask” for a relocation, and it also gives you a start to structuring your business 

case. Start by considering the following six questions to give you the most compelling reasons as to why 

you should be assigned abroad. 
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Start by comparing yourself against your peers. 

1. Where do I currently stand in the company? – Think about how important your skills, 

experiences or relationships are in comparison to those of your peers. If you are of more value 

to an employer, they will be more willing to invest in keeping you happy and succumbing to your 

request. An easy way to figure out your worth vs. that of your colleagues is if you were stack 

ranked. For better or worse, if you work in a transparent organization that openly shares your 

ranking, then you’ll have a clear idea of where you stand organizationally. Otherwise, take an 

honest look at your performance evaluation(s). Are you a consistent top performer? Consider 

your direct impact on individual(s), team(s), the business or the industry. Do you get the 

toughest projects? Are you entrusted with the most responsibilities? Do you lead tasks with 

higher visibility than your peers? If your answers are favorable, then take note of your findings 

and proceed to the next question. If your responses are unconvincing, then focus on rising 

above your peers within the next two years. Performance improvements take time but are 

prerequisites for launching global-assignment conversations. 

  

2. Will my direct manager support me? – Although there are multiple decision-makers who 

evaluate your candidacy, you must convince your direct manager early on. While working with 

an aspiring expat, this was my second question to her before agreeing to help her tackle an 

application to compete for the chance to work abroad. It’s a critical question because a boss can 

push this conversation forward or pull it back. A way to ascertain where you stand in your 

manager’s mind is based on whether he has ever “gone to bat” for you. Have you ever asked for 

a raise? Did your manager facilitate this? Has your boss ever openly praised your efforts? Does 

your manager seek your guidance on topics beyond your scope of work? Asking yourself 

questions about how highly your boss thinks of you is a helpful way to know whether they will 

support your transition. If you have not exceeded your manager’s expectations, then it’s likely 

that your request will not go through.  At this point, you have to explore alternatives. Pursue a 

lateral move if you are well-networked in the organization. In this instance, I would only advise 

leaving a company if you are comfortable with leaving the equity you’ve built and starting from 

scratch. If you are not well-networked, then aim to become so. Alternatively, if your manager 

has supported you, think about the best timing for you to work abroad in a host country. 

 

3. When is the best time for that move? – The answer must closely align with your firm’s global 

strategic imperatives. There will be times when your firm is looking to transfer knowledge to a 

burgeoning region. Alternatively, there will be moments when the exact assignment you led in 

the US could provide incredible value to an office abroad. Think about the tools that you have 

mastered—will those tools greatly benefit other specific offices? For example, a global assignee 

who worked in a major commercial real-estate firm brought his use of the financial model from 

Europe to China. You can also think beyond your current employer. Another expat brought her 

prior experiences as a consultant in Paris to her host team in Washington, DC, where she was 

tasked with handling US-based projects owned by multinational clients. Aside from figuring out 

precisely when your skills, relationships or experiences would be best put to use, think about 



how much time you’ve spent networking in your intended destination. Another challenge for 

companies and global assignees is that repatriation stage upon your return. Chances are you 

had an adventurous time in the new country. It’s hard to find such exciting opportunities at 

home. However, if you spend time building your networks at home (this can take between three 

to four years), then you’ll be more connected to job opportunities upon your return—that is, 

the benefit of waiting to go abroad vs. seeking an assignment too early on during your career. 

Once you’ve figured out the right timing for you and your employer, that is when you devise a 

business case for this move. 

 

4. Where will my skills be most useful? – Think about locations where you’d face fewer barriers 

while acclimating yourself if you can’t pinpoint the regions that are poised for rapid growth or if 

you are unable to narrow down your options to one country that needs your skills. Are you a 

citizen of other countries? Are you bilingual? Have you worked in other countries? If an 

employer knows of your success in another country, then that will be in your favor. For instance, 

one expatriate successfully studied and worked abroad in London prior to joining her current 

firm. She shared how she acclimated to changes before and how she would do so today. She 

added that she missed London. Meanwhile, if your passport is stamp-free, consider countries 

that are undesirable to your colleagues. Many people want to relocate to countries like 

Singapore—it’s clean and family friendly. Yet, if you are willing to relocate to a less desirable 

location that needs your skills, then your request will have a greater chance of consideration. 

 

5. What will I bring to a new team or location? – Organizations mainly seek leadership, flexibility 

and technical skills in candidates, according to the 2012 Brookfield Global Relocation Trends 

Survey. Map your greatest professional hits along the three above-mentioned skill sets. Are you 

going to deliver instant business value to participating business groups? Conversations with 15 

executives, many of whom earn more in one hour than some employees make annually, 

revealed that proving you will progress toward important goals is more compelling than saying 

you are a fast learner. [Sidenote: learn about how to be a fast contributor in my blog.] What 

leadership skills have most contributed to your local success?  Are those skills rare in certain 

countries? Talk to folks in your target cities to know their local priorities. Imagine with them 

how you can help their team. Use this time to also network your way into the local teams. You 

have a strong case if you find that your potential contributions abroad outweigh the ones you 

can provide locally. If those skills are in prospective host countries, think about ways in which 

you show flexibility and adaptability. In your current job, do you partner with global teams? 

What is your reputation among team members? Proceed to thinking about your technical skills 

in terms of the company’s proprietary tools or industry-used processes. The best situation is 

when the specific skills in which you excel would accelerate your company’s local mission 

abroad. Interview former global assignees when gathering data. Ask them how they sold their 

value. Alternatively, if you are stuck on one region, then you must take the initiative and seek 

home-base assignments that will increase your desirability within that region along the top 

three criteria. 
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6. What will I bring back home? – Companies risk having you leave the firm or yearn to stay abroad. 

In either event, the HQ would permanently “lose” your talent. Many aspiring global assignees do not 

emphasize how they will contribute further upon their return following a global experience. Others 

exclude what functional opportunities they would pursue upon their return. [Side note: things will 

change at home while you are abroad however you can focus on general assignment types (ex. 

facilitating global product launches, securing new clients from Asia, etc.) that you’d consider upon 

your return – ones that would highlight your newly secured skills from having worked abroad.] 

Distinguish your business case by including how your HQ will be better off upon your return. Will 

you forge tighter relationships with satellite offices? Is your experience abroad going to make a 

global mindset more contagious? How will you bring a resourceful mindset to the HQ? How will the 

HQ benefit financially from your return? One global assignee pointed to the fact that her team in 

Hong Kong was much less staffed than her team in the US. She was able to touch a myriad of 

projects, gained exposure to working with Asian countries, and ultimately is now a more confident 

team member. Will you become a more compassionate leader? Besides the tangible business 

driving ways that your experience would enhance the HQ, think also in terms of your leadership 

style.  

 

The clear benefits of an international assignment can include securing faster promotions and 

making it easier for you to find new positions within your company.  The drawbacks to 

prospective employers are also obvious. Partner with an objective individual who has heard 

effective (as well as ineffective) business cases for seeking opportunities abroad in order to 

address your employer’s concerns. Email Melissa@MelissaLlarena.com to set up a 15-minute 

consultation to better understand how I can help you more convincingly position yourself for 

a global assignment to accelerate your career. 

About Career Outcomes Matter LLC - An end-to-end career-transition firm laser-focused on 

empowering high-performing middle managers to strategically navigate the changes necessary to 

smoothly transition into an organization, within an organization and beyond that organization. Career 

Outcomes Matter LLC is a New York–based career-coaching and professional-development firm that 

offers individual coaching, workshops and consulting services covering various topics, including helping 

professionals ready to change roles, explore new sectors or work in new countries to accelerate their 

careers. Email Melissa@MelissaLlarena.com to learn more. 

About Melissa Llarena - Melissa is a firsthand career transition expert (16 business units in 10 years) and 

president of Career Outcomes Matter. She left her successful marketing career for megabrands while at 

American Express, P&G and Ogilvy & Mather to help propel others toward achieving a greater 

satisfaction in their current careers, as well as to help them cultivate their career callings. The US News 

& World Report, Social Media Week, TheLadders, Business Insider and ThomasNet have turned to 

Melissa for insights. With 10-plus years of experience helping professionals craft their career messages, 

she is dedicated to empowering top talent as well as consulting for organizations that want to keep their 

best in class players. She speaks on topics such as using LinkedIn to engage employees and supporting 

back-to-work transitions via technology. As an engaging speaker, she has delivered talks at Harvard, 
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NYU, Baruch College, the NYC LGBT Community Center, Ivy League Alumni LinkedIn Group and other 

organizations. She holds an NYU psychology degree and an MBA from the Tuck School of Business at 

Dartmouth. She earned full merit-based scholarships for both institutions. Sign up for her blog at 

http://melissallarena.com/blog/ 
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